
TODAY, I GIVE UP TRYING

Chapter: 1746

Zhang Heng and other family owners looked at them in doubt, and

when they saw Zhang Jianjun, each of them had a numb scalp.

Even Zhang Jianjun is here!

How could a person like Zhang Jianjun come to the old city, which can

be called the suburbs of the suburbs of the imperial capital?

Zhang Jianjun sneered without making any noise.

His sneer was for the Song family, but Zhang Heng and others thought

that Zhang Jianjun was targeting them.

“Zhang Bu was ordered by Lin’s genius doctor. He will come back first,

and his old man will come back after a while. Do you still think I’m

lying to you now?”

Song Yuerong put on a domineering look.

Because he knew that from now on, these old friends would have to

bow their heads in front of Song Yuerong.

“Don’t say anything, Lao Song, in the future, you will become

prosperous, so you have to take care of me! The relationship between

my two families has always been good, and there are many trade

contacts, so we should join forces.”

“Old Brother Song, you can use your little brother’s place in the future,

just speak up! The little brother must saddle the front and back, and

look forward to your horse’s head!”

“Old Brother Song, I will be your horse from Qian’s family. As long as

you don’t dislike it, you can let us do anything!”

All the Patriarchs immediately stated their attitudes, since Song

Yuerong had become acquainted with the genius Doctor Lin, he would

not be on the same level with them in the future.

Don’t offend!

Even Zhang Heng changed his face at this time and said with a smile:

“Brother, I know that there were frictions between our two families in

the past, which made each other a little unhappy, but you have a lot of

them, don’t be familiar with me!”

“In the future, you will be mixed with the genius doctor Lin, and it is

not appropriate to care about the smelly fish and shrimps like me. This

way! I will fine myself a bottle, and beg your forgiveness!”

With that said, Zhang Heng directly picked up a bottle of foreign wine

and drank it cleanly.

Seeing Zhang Heng finished drinking, Song Yuerong sneered and said:

“Kneel down!”

In the past, Zhang Heng had always been in front of him, and made

him embarrassed in public several times. Now that his Song family

chickens and dogs have ascended to the sky, how can he light up this

guy?

Hear the words!

Zhang Heng’s expression froze, but where did he dare to say nothing?

Haha smiled and knelt down:

“Well, as long as you are happy, brother, you can do anything!”

Then Dong Dong Dong banged his head a few times at Song Yuerong,

but it was shameful that even the posterior molars were about to be

crushed.

But there is no way, who will let Song Yuerong be good, so that he can

make friends with a big man like the genius doctor Lin.

This is something he couldn’t even dream of.

Seeing this, Song Yuerong suddenly burst into laughter, and he finally

won the battle with the Zhang family over the past ten years.

And it was a big win!

Zhang Heng now looks like a dog in his eyes.

Song Yuerong snorted coldly, and said in a condescending manner:

“Zhang Heng, you guys are acquainted, or else I will let Shen Doctor

Lin teach you something that is not eye-opening, and offend my Song

family, are you worthy?”

“Yes, yes, I’m not worthy! I’m just a dog, and you don’t deserve to give

your shoes to my brother, my brother, calm down your anger!”

Zhang Heng was full of smiles, and he was able to bend and stretch.

“Mr. Lin won’t help you!”

But suddenly, there was an untimely sneer in the field.

Lin Fan sneered and looked over here:

“Because just now, your Song family has already missed an opportunity

to court the genius doctor!”

Ok?

All the Song family members turned their heads angrily, who would

dare to talk nonsense?

After seeing Lin Fan, their lungs exploded.

It’s this chopsticks, but it’s this chopsticks again!

Is this damn dog thing deliberately trying to disturb them today?

Song Yuerong’s face suddenly became gloomy, and he roared:

“You dog, I just told you to shut up, are you deaf?”

“Here, he pulled out this wild tongue for me, I want him to be

speechless again!”
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